Recommendation systems have been studied actively since the 1990s. Generally, recommendation systems choose one or more candidates from a set of candidates through a filtering process. Methods of filtering can be divided into two categories: collaborative filtering, in which candidates are chosen based on choices of other persons whose interests or tastes are similar, and content-based filtering, in which items are chosen based on the profile or action history of the recommendee. However, these methods share the same structure in the sense that both of them recommend items based on relevance degrees of items and references, as well as relevance degrees between the recommendee and each reference. Most discussions about recommendation systems focus on the methods of choosing recommended candidates; few focus on foundational concepts of recommendation conditions that systems must satisfy, and problems that current systems have compared with these conditions. In this paper, recommendation systems are reconsidered from the viewpoint of multi-criteria decision making. Conventional filtering methods (e.g., collaborative filtering and content-based filtering) are formulated as linear weighted sum type recommendation systems. Several properties of linear weighted sum type recommendation systems are identified and formulated from the viewpoint of voting.
Introduction
As an information and communication technology (ICT) application that meets the growing needs of ''personalization'' in our advanced information society, recommendation systems have been studied actively since the 1990s. ICT-enabled recommendation systems (e.g., online shopping systems that recommend products based on customer profile and history of customer actions; enterprise knowledge portals that send necessary information in a timely manner to each employee according to specialty and position) are infiltrating various aspects of our life. On the other hand, due to the rapid growth of ICT, an enormous amount of information that exceeds the capability of human information processing is now being distributed via various networks. To handle the flood of information, recommendation systems that effectively collect and choose information based on objectives and preferences of users are becoming indispensable.
Early studies of ICT-enabled information recommendation systems include Tapestry [1] , GroupLens [2] , and Fab [3] . The term ''collaborative filtering'' was first used in 1992 by Goldberg et al. in their paper that introduced an information distribution system named Tapestry. In Tapestry, users can set rules such as ''if Joe and Bill receive a message, then I would like to receive that message, too'' and filter messages based on the rules. The collaborative filtering in Tapestry was conducted semi-automatically. In the late 1990s, GroupLens, which conducts collaborative filtering automatically, was developed. GroupLens is a system for collaborative filtering of online news in which the relative degree of users is calculated based on their rating of articles, and articles are recommended based on the rate given by highly relative users. Meanwhile, hybrid recommendation systems that integrate content-based filtering and collaborative filtering have also been developed. Fab, which recommends WWW pages to users, is a typical hybrid recommendation system. In the Fab system, users receive items that score highly against the user profile, as well as items which are rated highly by a user with a similar profile [3] .
Generally, recommendation systems choose one or more candidate from a set of candidates through a filtering process. Methods of filtering used in recommendation systems can be divided into two categories. One is collaborative filtering, in which items are chosen based on the choices of other persons whose interests or tastes are similar to those of the recommendee (who receives the recommendations) to some degree. Examples of collaborative filtering systems include GroupLens [2] , RINGO [4] , and Jester [5] . Another method is content-based filtering, in which items are chosen based on the profile or action history of the recommendee. Examples of content-based filtering system include the movie selection system proposed by Alspector et al. [6] , MetaSEEk [7] , and the book recommend system developed by Mooney and Roy [8] . These two filtering methods are based on different ideas. That is, in collaborative filtering, an item will be chosen based on the choices of other persons whose interests or tastes are similar to those of the recommendee, while an item will be chosen based on the profile or action history of the recommendee in contentbased filtering.
However, they share the same structure in the sense that both of them recommend items based on relevance degrees of items and references, as well as relevance degrees between the recommendee and each reference. Highly relevant candidates with highly relevant references are recommended to use filtering systems in both types.
A considerable amount of research has been conducted on recommendation systems, most of which propose concrete designs for software. Meanwhile, few studies have been made about relevant foundational concepts and the theories. Nevertheless, it is important to identify basic conditions that a system needs to meet to be a recommendation system. For example, a recommendation system should recommend x than y if everyone prefers x to y in collaborative filtering. Or it should protect a user to lead the result of recommendation to her intended direction by making a fraud preference declaration for certain candidates in collaborative filtering. Adding that, it is desirable for a recommendation system to recommend the first runner-up in the set of candidates if the most preferable candidates are removed.
Also it is necessary to check the various proposed recommendation systems to see if they meet these conditions. When we choose a candidate from several items based on multiple orders of preference, our action can be understood in the framework of voting. The mechanism of voting has been investigated for decades in the field of social choice theory. The correspondence between collaborative filtering and social choice theory has been explored by Pennock et al. [9] . Pennock et al. considered collaborative filtering as systems that combine preferences and focused on the concepts of universal domain (UNIV) and unanimity (UNAM) in social choice theory. Based on these concepts, several properties of collaborative filtering systems were identified [9] . However, some other important properties of recommendation systems which are related to the voting schemes in social choice theory were not addressed in Pennock et al.'s work.
In this paper, we introduce a new formulation of collaborative filtering and content-based filtering and put our focus on linear weighted sum type recommendation systems. Based on social choice theory, several properties of linear weighted sum type recommendation systems are discussed.
Common structure of filtering systems
Recommendation systems assume the preference of the recommendee in some way and choose one or more items from a set of items through a filtering process. Collaborative filtering systems choose items based on choices of other persons whose interests or tastes are similar to those of the recommendee to some degree. Content-based filtering systems choose items based on the profile or action history of the recommendee. Recommendation systems choose a set of recommended candidates out of a set of candidates based on a set of references (i.e., other users or various attributes in user profiles), the relevance degree between each reference and the recommendee, and the relevance degree between each reference and candidates.
The concept of recommendation problem is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Recommendation problem). A recommendation problem RP is a quadruple AEC, R, q, rae where:
C is the set of candidates C = {c j |j = 1,. . . , m}. R is the set of references R = {r i |i = 1,. . . , n}. q : R ! R is a function that denotes the relevance degree between reference and the recommendee. Here we assume that q(r) P 0 for any r 2 R, which means that no reference has a negative correlation with the recommendee. r : C Â R ! R is a function that denotes the relevance degree between candidate and reference. Here we assume that r(x, r) P 0 for any x 2 C, r 2 R, which means that no reference has a negative correlation with any candidate.
Let us denote the set of recommendation problems by RP and let
In a recommendation problem, r(x, r) denotes the relevance degree of reference r, and candidate x. For example, in collaborative filtering, r(x, r) shows the rating that user r gives to candidate x, while in content-based filtering, r(x, r) denotes the value of feature r of candidate x. In the case of GroupLens [2] , q(r) is determined by the correlation between preference of the target user and users who serve as references, thus q(r) may have a negative value, while another collaborative filtering system SPARS-J [10] uses the square of correlation to ensure a non-negative q(r), and to give a larger weight to highly correlated references. As for the relevance degree between references and candidates r, GroupLens [2] uses the difference between the rating a user gave to a candidate and the average rating of the candidate, while SPARS-J [10] uses a Boolean variable which represents the user recommended the candidate or not.
A recommendation system can be seen as a mechanism that gives a subset of candidates for each recommendation problem, which can be formulated as follows:
Definition 2 (Recommendation system). A recommendation system is a function U: RP ! C satisfying U(RP) Ì C for RP = AEC, R, q, rae in RP.
Both collaborative filtering and content-based filtering can be seen as a mechanism that recommends candidates based on the weighted sum of relevance degrees of those candidates and references, where the weight is determined by the relevance degree between the recommendee and each reference. Here, we define this kind of recommendation systems as linear weighted sum type recommendation system.
Definition 3 (Linear weighted sum type).
A recommendation system U: RP ! C is linear weighted sum type if and only if for any RP = AEC, R, q, rae 2 RP, x 2 UðRP Þ ( ) ð8y 2 CÞðRðqðrÞrðy; rÞjr 2 RÞ 6 RðqðrÞrðx; rÞjr 2 RÞÞ:
In other words, a linear weighted sum type recommendation system recommends the candidate that has the largest weighted sum of r(x, r), where q(r), the relevance degrees between the reference r and the recommendee, is used as the weight of r(x, r).
Let us show an example of a collaborative filtering system in order to explain the mechanism of linear weighted sum type recommendation system in detail. Example 1. Consider the recommendation system of a video rental store. 1 Let the set of references (users who have rated movies in the store) be R = {John, Daniel, Peter}. Let the set of candidates (titles of movies in the store) be C = {Good Bye Lenin, The Chirusoku Summer, Kill Bill Vol. 2, Roswell, Ja Zuster Nee Zuster, Jeepers Creepers II}.
Let the correlation of references and the recommendee be q(John) = 0.5, q(Daniel) = 0.6, q(Peter) = 0.4
Suppose that the relevance degree between each reference and candidate are given in Table 1 .
The bottom row of Table 1 shows weighted sums of relevance degrees between references and candidates. In this case, ''Roswell'' has the largest weighted sum
Thus, U(RP) = {''Roswell''}. ''Roswell'' will be recommended by the system.
A recommendation system determines a set of recommended candidates U(RP) for each recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae. In many cases, the set of recommended candidates U(RP) is determined by a weak order on C. A weak order is a binary relation that satisfies completeness, transitivity and reflexivity [11] . Hereafter, we denote the set of weak orders on C by Ord = {H Ì C · C|H is a weak order on C}.
Definition 4 (Recommendation order). A recommendation order induced by W is an ordering on C determined by a function W: RP ! Ord satisfying W(RP) Ì C · C for RP = AEC, R, q, rae.
To make it easier to understand, hereafter we denote W(RP) by " W(RP) .
Definition 5 (Recommendation system based on recommendation order). When a recommendation system U: RP ! C satisfies the condition
it is called a recommendation system based on recommendation order induced by W: RP ! Ord.
In other words, recommended candidates in U(RP) are maximum elements in the weak order on C induced by W.
The following proposition can be derived directly from the above definition. Proposition 1. A linear weighted sum type recommendation system is determined by the order induced by W defined by:
x" WðRP Þ y () RðqðrÞrðy; rÞjr 2 RÞ 6 RðqðrÞrðx; rÞjr 2 RÞ:
Three properties of recommendation systems
In this section, we formulate three properties of recommendation systems. These properties have been discussed and popular in social choice theory [12] . In the study of recommendation systems, they are especially important as well.
The first property is a general postulate for discussions about multi-criteria decision making.
Definition 6 (Pareto optimality). Let U be a recommendation system. U satisfies the Pareto optimality condition if and only if for any recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae, the following condition holds: ð8x 2 CÞðð9y 2 UðRP ÞÞð8r 2 RÞðrðy; rÞ 6 rðx; rÞÞ ) x 2 UðRP ÞÞ:
In other words, recommendation system U satisfies the Pareto optimality condition in the case that, for any reference r, if any candidate worse than candidate x (in the sense of r) is recommended then x will be recommended by U as well. In collaborative filtering, the Pareto optimality condition implies that everyone prefers x to y, then x is likely recommended than y. It is natural for a recommendation system to satisfy the condition.
The next property is about the possibility of a reference r to affect the results of the recommendation by making a fraud about the value of r. Definition 7 (Strategic manipulability). Recommendation system U satisfies the Strategic manipulability condition if there exist a recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae, a candidatex 2 C, and a reference r 0 2 R, wherex is the most highly relevant candidate to r 0 , in case thatx is not recommended, r 0 can manipulate the result of recommendation to makex recommended by changing relevance degrees of several candidates. That is, In collaborative filtering, if it is strategically manipulable, then a user can lead the result of recommendation to her intended direction by making a fraud on r for certain candidates. In this sense, it is desirable for a recommendation system not to be strategically manipulable.
When the solution U(RP) given by a recommendation system U has already been recommended, it is natural to recommend the first runner-up in the set of candidates. The sufficient condition for this is that the recommendation order on the set of candidates C coincides with the one on C À U(RP).
This property is defined as follows:
Definition 8 (Independence of solutions). Let U be a recommendation system based on a recommendation order induced by W. U satisfies the strong independence of solutions condition if for any recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae and RP 0 = AEC À U(RP), R, q, r 0 ae, If a recommendation system satisfies the independence of solutions condition, then it will recommend the first runner-up in the set of candidates if the most preferable candidates are removed.
The following lemma is directly derived from the definition above. Lemma 1. Let U be a recommendation system based on an order induced by W, U satisfies weak independence of solutions condition if U satisfies strong independence of solutions condition.
Properties of linear weighted sum type recommendation systems
In this section, we discuss the relationship between linear weighted sum type recommendation systems and the three properties defined in the last section. First, with respect to Pareto optimality, linear weighted sum type recommendation systems have the following properties. Thus, U(RP) = {x}. The choice of r 2 is not recommended. Now assume that r 2 changes the rating of candi- dates (as shown below), while ratings made by other references are not changed.
RðqðrÞrðx; rÞÞ ¼ 1:0;
RðqðrÞrðy; rÞÞ ¼ 1:2;
RðqðrÞrðz; rÞÞ ¼ 0:8;
Thus, U(RP) = {y}. In this example, r 2 succeeded in putting its own choice in the set of recommended candidates by manipulating its own rating of candidates.
From the above example, it is easily seen that the following theorem holds for a recommendation system with linear weighted sum type.
Theorem 2. Any linear weighted sum type recommendation system U satisfies the strategic manipulability condition.
The fact that linear weighted sum type recommendation systems satisfy the strategic manipulability condition means that, in collaborative filtering, a user may lead the result of recommendation to her intended direction by making a fraud about r for certain candidates. This is one of the problems conventional recommendation systems have.
The next proposition is about the condition of not allowing strategic manipulation.
Proposition 2. For a linear weighted sum type recommendation system U, a recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae, a candidatex 2 C, and a reference r 0 2 R, whenx has the highest relative degree with r 0 and there existsŷ such thatxh WðRP Þŷ , thenxh WðRP 0 Þŷ with RP 0 = AEC, R, q, r 0 ae holds if and only if rðx; r 0 Þ ¼ r 0 ðx; r 0 Þ and r 0 changes r 0 ðŷ; r 0 Þ within the range restricted by the following condition: qðr 0 Þðrðŷ; r 0 ÞÀ r 0 ðŷ; r 0 ÞÞhRðqðrÞðrðŷ; rÞ À rðx; rÞÞÞ.
This proposition shows that the change of recommendation order would not occur if the range of change on each rðŷ; r 0 Þ is restricted by the previous condition.
Let us illustrate this condition with an example.
Example 3. Using the case described in Example 2, assume that r 2 can only change values of r 0 within the range restricted by the condition defined in Proposition 2. Since R(q(r)(r(x, r) À r(y, r))) = 1.4 À 1.2 = 0.2, according to the condition, The recommendation order does not change. As shown below, linear weighted sum type recommendation systems satisfy the weak independence of solutions condition but do not satisfy the strong independence of solutions condition. That is to say that, when all candidates in solution U(RP) given by a recommendation system U have already been recommended and it is necessary to choose from other candidates, if the relative degree r(x, r) of some x and r is changed, we could not simply recommend the first runner-up, even in case that the order of r(x, r) did not change.
The following example shows that in general a linear weighted sum type recommendation system does not satisfy the strong independence of solutions condition. The condition ("r 2 R)("x,y 2 C 0 )(r 0 (x,r) 6 r 0 (y,r) () r(x,r) 6 r(y,r)) holds. However, yh WðRP 0 Þ z since Therefore, U does not satisfy the strong independence of solutions condition.
On the other hand, in case that r 0 is a mapping similar to r except for thatx is excluded from the domain of r 0 , it is easy to presume that the result would be zh WðRP 0 Þ y since the weighted sum of the relevance degrees does not change. In this case, recommending the first runner-up would be meaningful. The next theorem shows that U satisfies the weak independence of solutions condition.
Theorem 3. Linear weighted sum recommendation systems satisfy the weak independence of solutions condition, but do not satisfy the strong independence of solutions condition.
Conclusion
Most of the preceding discussion about recommendation systems focuses on the method of choosing recommended candidates, which is a relatively practical matter compared with the basic concept of recommendation. Few discussions have been made on the basic concept of recommendation, the conditions that recommendation systems must satisfy, and the problems that current recommendation systems have in relation to these conditions. In this paper, recommendation systems are reconsidered from the viewpoint of multi-criteria decision making. Conventional filtering methods (e.g., collaborative filtering and content-based filtering) are formulated as linear weighted sum type recommendation systems. Also, several properties of linear weighted sum type recommendation systems are identified and formulated from the viewpoint of voting.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that for any x 2 C, there exists a y 2 U(RP) satisfying ("r 2 R)(r(y, r) 6 r(x, r)). For any r 2 R, q(r) is non-negative, therefore, q(r)r(y, r) 6 q(r)r(x, r) for any r 2 R. Consequently, R(q(r)r(y, r)) 6 R(q(r)r(x, r)) holds. Since y 2 U(RP), ("z 2 C) (R(q(r)r(z, r)) 6 R(q(r)r(y, r))). Consequently, ("z 2 C) (R(q(r)r(z, r)) 6 R(q(r)r(x, r))). Thus x 2 U(RP). U satisfies the Pareto optimality condition. h Proof of Proposition 2. To prove thatxh WðRP 0 Þŷ , it is necessary and sufficient to prove RðqðrÞr 0 ðx; rÞÞhRðqðrÞr 0 ðŷ; rÞÞ. From the assumption, for any r except r 0 , value of rðx; rÞ and r 0 ðx; rÞ are equal. Since rðx; r 0 Þ ¼ r 0 ðx; r 0 Þ, the left side of the equation is equal to RðqðrÞrðx; rÞÞ.
Meanwhile, from the assumption, for any r except r 0 , r(ŷ,r) and r 0 (ŷ,r) are equal; therefore, the right side of the equation is equal to R(q(r)r(ŷ,r)) À q(r 0 )r(ŷ, r 0 ) + q(r 0 )r 0 (ŷ,r 0 ). Thus, it is necessary and sufficient to prove that RðqðrÞrðx; rÞÞhRðqðrÞrðŷ; rÞÞ À qðr 0 Þrðŷ; r 0 Þ þ qðr 0 Þr 0 ðŷ; r 0 Þ; which can be transformed to qðr 0 Þðrðŷ; r 0 Þ À r 0 ðŷ; r 0 ÞÞhRðqðrÞðrðŷ; rÞ À rðx; rÞÞÞ: Ã Proof of Theorem 3. It is clear from Example 4 that in general, linear weighted sum type recommendation systems do not satisfy the strong independence of solutions condition. On the other hand, for any recommendation problem RP = AEC, R, q, rae and RP 0 = AEC À U(RP),R,q, r|(C À U(RP)) · Rae, it is clear that for any x,y 2 C À U(RP),the following will hold:
RðqðrÞrðx; rÞjðC À UðRP ÞÞ Â RÞ ¼ RðqðrÞrðx; rÞÞ; RðqðrÞrðy; rÞjðC À UðRP ÞÞ Â RÞ ¼ RðqðrÞrðy; rÞÞ:
If x " W(RP) y, it is clear from the definition that R(q(r)r(x, r)) 6 R(q(r)r(y, r)) holds. Consequently, R(q(r)r(x,r)| (C À U(RP)) · R) 6 R(q(r) r(y,r)|(C À U(RP)) · R) holds, hence, x" WðRP 0 Þ y holds. It is obvious that the opposite also holds. Therefore, linear weighted sum type recommendation systems satisfy the weak independence of solutions condition. h
